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Abstract

Subsistence food sharing in Ust’-Avam (Taimyr Region, Russian Federation) is analyzed in light of Arctic research on sharing and current debate. Traditions of food sharing are widespread across indigenous communities in the Arctic and are arguably fundamental to the sustainability of indigenous Arctic cultures. Sharing diaries from 10 respondents over 12 weeks in August and October 2001, describe 162 distributions among 69 household dyads. Independent variables, including household relatedness, reciprocal sharing, and interaction effects influence the documented food sharing pattern. Economic need and social association also influence sharing. Indicators of risk buffering are weaker than in two previous analyses of food sharing in Ust’-Avam that focus on primary distributions after the hunt and inter-household consumption events. Consideration of sharing by non-hunters provides an opportunity to examine explanatory hypotheses of food sharing, illustrating the nuances and robusticity of social ecology in indigenous subsistence economies.
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In the camp there would be three to five families. If someone killed a caribou they would split it with all the families. This distribution occurred especially for the first kill. After that, everyone started to hunt. If someone was unlucky we helped out. People still give meat, if I ask. Some people give meat, some do not—it depends on their soul.

–Yuri, Ust’-Avam 1996.

I do not pretend to give such a deed; I only lend it to you…when you meet with another honest Man in similar Distress, you must pay me by lending this Sum to him; enjoining him to discharge the Debt by a like operation, when he shall be able, and shall meet with another opportunity. I hope it may thus go thro’ many hands, before it meets with a Knave that will stop its Progress. This is a trick of mine for doing a deal of good with a little money.

–Benjamin Franklin, letter to Benjamin Webb, April 22, 1784.

The traditions of sharing the first kill are social conventions that prioritize social relationships and generosity in this Arctic community. This tradition is still observed by many households and significant portions of meat and fish obtained are regularly distributed throughout the community. As an elder in the community, Yuri, who was no longer actively hunting, had a greater need for support than he had in the past. He did not lament this but his last phrase referring to the “soul” of those who have food is gloss for a complex cosmology that connects each person’s actions to another’s and to the spirit owners of species and of the landscape that watch over their treatment. The role of traditional knowledge and cosmology in supporting prosocial norms of food sharing and cooperation is described in Ziker (2002, 2014) and in Ziker, Nolin and Rasmussen (2015). The focus of the present article is on sharing networks and the variables that best explain the network as the forces that shape social relations and traditions in the harsh but rich environment of the Siberian Arctic.
The excerpt from Benjamin Franklin represents a hypothesis that small cooperative acts can promote public good *ad infinitum* unless the investment is made with an individual who defects on the arrangement. As a form of indirect reciprocity, generalized reciprocity is meant to improve social outcomes amongst cooperators and there is no expectation of a direct in kind return (Bshary & Bergmüller, 2008; cf. Sahlins, 1972). While Franklin does not discuss the inherent problem of defectors or opportunists taking advantage without continuing payment forward, the low cost of the investment appears worth the risk. The idea of paying it forward may go back centuries and is wonderfully represented in the film *Pay it Forward* (Abrams et al., 2000).

Similarly, anthropologists have documented traditions encouraging generous transfers of essential foodstuffs among a wide variety of indigenous groups as diverse as Hadza (Woodburn, 1982), Ache (Kaplan & Hill, 1985), and Apache (Basso, 1996). Evolutionary biologists and evolutionary anthropologists have vigorously debated the evolution of helping behavior and its importance in human evolution with a focus on evolutionary mechanisms including kin selection, reciprocal altruism, costly signaling, and others (e.g., Hamilton, 1964; Hawkes, 1993; Winterhalder, 1997). Generalized reciprocity (paying it forward) is not commonly viewed as a substantial contributor to the evolution of helping behavior in large groups because of the problem of defection.

In this article we will begin by reviewing some food sharing studies conducted among subsistence-reliant societies and consider the main hypotheses about the evolution of cooperative behavior. We will contextualize these reference to some recent relevant studies on the sharing economies of indigenous people in the Arctic. We present the analysis of a food sharing diary instrument conducted among 10 women in the community of Ust’-Avam in 2001. We compare the results of that instrument with the results of previous studies of food sharing in Ust’-Avam: the first on primary distributions of food immediately following procurement, and the second on interhousehold food consumption. Finally, we consider all three studies in Ust’-Avam with reference to the cross-cultural work on food sharing and evolutionary hypotheses for cooperation. The research questions can be summarized thus: 1) What is the relative importance of kinship, reciprocity, demand sharing, and costly signaling in women’s sharing networks?; and 2) Do these explanatory mechanisms vary according to the phases of interhousehold food sharing in the study community and why?

**Phases and Types of Sharing**

Individual decisions and structural constraints may vary across the distribution cycles of large-game kills. Ichikawa (2004) describes three common phases of food sharing for hunter-gatherers: 1) obligatory sharing after the kill; 2) voluntary sharing of raw meat (large, first-butcherings portions) to those not participating in the kill; and 3) sharing portions prepared for consumption. Making these distinctions is important because each of phase of distribution is likely shaped by varying socio-ecological pressures depending on the resources being procured and residence patterns. Most quantitative research on hunter-gatherer food sharing has focused on sharing after the kill or voluntary sharing to non-participates (e.g., Hawkes & Bleige Bird, 2002; Nolin, 2012; Smith et al., 2003). In the Ust’-Avam context obligatory sharing immediately following the kill is done amongst individuals taking part in the hunt. The second phase is done after hunters return to their homes with their shares. Normally, the parents or wife of the hunter will manage the distributions at this phase. The third phase, sharing at consumption events, is also a common occurrence in Ust’-Avam as visiting friends, neighbors, and relatives “for tea” is one of the popular social activities (Ziker & Schnegg, 2005). Food sharing at interhousehold consumption events is reported across the Arctic (e.g., Bodenhorn, 2000; Wenzel, 2000), as well as in tropical environments (Hames & McCabe, 2007). At least two studies on interhousehold sharing at consumption events have tested evolutionary hypotheses (Hames & McCabe, 2007; Ziker & Schnegg, 2005).

The focus of the current paper is on distributions that fall under the second phase in Ichikawa’s typology, but not alluded to in the “voluntary sharing of meat.” In Ust’-Avam hunters and their families often distribute raw meat and fish to households without hunters, particularly elderly widowers and single mothers—providing clear examples of Ichikawa’s second phase. From ethnographic interviews about sharing, Ziker (2002) reports that many of these female-headed households subsequently share portions of the meat and fish given to them with additional households. An instrument specifically targeted for women’s sharing networks is the source of information for this article. After looking at the variables that explain variation in women’s sharing networks, we compare those factors with those influencing sharing in primary distributions (Ziker et al., 2015) and consumption events (Ziker & Schnegg, 2005) in Ust’-Avam.
Cutting across Ichikawa’s typology of food sharing phases, a variety of resource flows (i.e., unidirectional, bidirectional, etc.) and motivations (generous giving, demands, etc.) could be expected depending on local social conventions, residence patterns, and resource characteristics. Kishigami (2004) developed a typology of nine types of food sharing in a 3-by-3 matrix of resource flow type (giving, exchange, and redistribution) by motivation (rule-based, volunteer, and demand), providing a comparative framework for food sharing institutions across societies. Kishigami’s typology allows for the elaboration and cross cultural comparison of traditions and institutions of food sharing. Ziker et al. (2015) presents the traditional knowledge supporting food sharing in Ust’-Avam, which in most part falls under three of Kishigami’s categories: voluntary giving, demand giving, and voluntary exchange. Wenzel (2000) argues that the factors that condition food sharing, kinship and residential association among Inuit, are also influencing the sharing of non-traditional resources such as money and equipment. In order to take such non-food resources into consideration, the analysis presented in this article also uses coded self-reports about sharing of other goods and services beyond food.

**Explanatory Hypotheses and Comparative Food Sharing Studies**

Studies of food sharing among other hunter-gatherer groups have demonstrated a variety of correlations relevant to explanatory hypotheses for helping behavior: kin selection, reciprocal altruism, signaling, and demand sharing (Gurven, 2004). Positive correlations between indicators of kinship and food sharing patterns have been found in a number of studies. For example, among the Indonesian Lamalera whale hunters, Nolin (2011) found that biological kinship is a better predictor of food-sharing relationships than social kinship (i.e., patrilineage membership). Food sharing is at least in part predicted by consanguineal relatedness on Ifaluk atoll (Betzig & Turke, 1986), among Ache farmer-foragers in Paraguay (Gurven, Allen-Arave, Hill, & Hurtado, 2001), Hadza hunter-gatherers in Tanzania (Wood & Marlowe, 2013), and Mayangna and Miskito horticulturalists in Nicaragua (Koster & Leckie, 2014). Favoring relatives in food sharing follows the logic of nepotism, and would follow the predictions of inclusive fitness theory for the evolution of altruistic behaviors via improving outcomes for descendants and collateral relatives (Hamilton, 1964).

In contrast, under the expectations of reciprocal altruism, rewards accrue directly to cooperative individuals, benefits can be delayed, and predictions about favoring kin are not necessary (Trivers, 1971). In work with the reservation Ache of Paraguay, Gurven, Allen-Arave, Hill, and Hurtado (2000) found significant positive correlations between amounts transferred among pairs of families—demonstrating the contingency component required of reciprocal altruism models. Reciprocal food sharing has been postulated as a mechanism that reduces variance in daily food intake among regularly cooperating members of a community through delayed returns (Cashdan, 1985; Kaplan & Hill, 1985). Nolin (2010) also found that reciprocity and household distance explained Lamalera food sharing patterns and that reciprocity explained most of the variation in sharing networks.

In indirect reciprocity based on image scoring, individuals invest only in partners that have sufficiently helped others in the past and are, therefore, interested in how others view them (Alexander, 1987). Among Ache forager-horticulturalists in Paraguay, Gurven et al. (2000) found that consistently high food producers give more than they receive, but gain the least on a daily basis because they are more likely to have their own supplies on any given day. The explanation Gurven et al. provide for this apparent generosity is that high producers receive additional food during hard times. Generosity signaling is hypothesized to provide long-term risk-buffering benefits to the signaler by maintaining social norms of sharing and may represent indirect reciprocity via image scoring. A recent study of men and women Martu hunters in the western desert of Australia (Bliege Bird & Power, 2015) also finds support for prosocial signaling. Those who “consistently pay higher costs to share,” not necessarily better hunters, are preferred for cooperative hunting activities. Another form of hypothesized indirect reciprocity is generalized reciprocity (Bshary & Bergmüller, 2008). Rather than investing in order to receive benefits in the future, individuals that receive help are willing to invest into third parties. This is the sort of pay it forward that Benjamin Franklin was encouraging in his letter and that we are investigating in this article via the sample of distributive sharing events in Ust’-Avam.

The costly signaling model proposes that big-game hunting evolved as part of competitive display rather than as part of provisioning relatives, risk buffering, or avoidance of defense costs (Zahavi, 1975). Marcel Mauss (1954[1925]) discusses the obligatory, public, and sometimes antagonistic nature of gifts, particularly amongst hunter gatherers on the northwest coast of North America, and this sort of gifting is likely a form of costly signaling. Hawkes and Bliege Bird (2002), using data from Torres Strait Meriam and Tanzanian Hadza, argue that the distribution of meat can best be seen in light of the evolution of men’s subsistence work, where “honesty is at a premium” and political alliances contribute to status acquisition. Similarly, Smith, Bliege Bird, and Bird (2003), found that Meriam turtle hunters gain
social and reproductive benefits via meat distribution, consistent with the idea that hunting is a form of costly signaling. Nolin’s (2012) most recent analysis of sharing by Lamalera men with leadership positions found excessive giving by leaders is consistent with the sharing-as-signaling hypothesis. Among Lamalerans, however, status does not explain much of the variation in the sharing as a whole, and sharing observed by high-status households is best explained by the same factors that explain sharing by other households. This pattern suggests that multiple mechanisms may operate simultaneously to promote sharing in Lamalera.

When the consumption of food stores exhibits declining marginal value to the producer, then marginal portions are worth more to other individuals who have no food. As a result, there may be a cost associated with defending these food reserves and a producer should relinquish marginal portions to other individuals if the price of defense is greater than the additional value gained by others (Blurton Jones, 1984). Blurton Jones refers to this as tolerated scrounging. Continuing this logic, the disparity in amounts given should be low since portions are given out until the marginal consumption value or utility is equal for all potential recipients (Winterhalder, 1996). For example, Bliege Bird, Bird, Smith, and Kushnick (2002) found that Meriam sharing is conditioned by the marginal valuation of food to the acquirer, but only weakly affected by harvest variance, leading authors to conclude that sharing on Mer does not function to reduce foraging risk. Peterson's (1993) concept of demand sharing follows a similar logic and emphasizes the social and symbolic significance of requests for food and other resources. While acknowledging its correspondence to the tolerated-scrounging model, Peterson views demand sharing as part of a wider “testing behavior” that is used to establish relationships by incurring “debt.” Both tolerated scrounging and costly signaling models are more egocentric in their hypothesized benefits that account for stability of the sharing behavior than are the kinship, reciprocal altruism, indirect reciprocity, and generosity signaling models. Economic need can intersect with kinship to drive sharing without tolerated theft or demand sharing, as Koster’s (2011) demonstrates for the Mayangna and Miskito horticulturalists in Nicaragua.

As Nolin’s (2012) study indicates, most empirical research on indigenous food sharing networks indicates a multiplicity of mechanisms at play. These mechanisms are likely to make the most sense when considering the local socio-ecology of food production and embeddedness in surrounding economies and societies. In a recent study that looks at the multiplicity of mechanisms involved in food sharing in the Arctic, Elspeth Ready (2016) examined customary food sharing and socioeconomic status of households in Kangiqsujuaq. She also found that food sharing does not serve a single function, such as reciprocity. Instead, she argued that food sharing emerges as a complex social, political, and economic phenomenon that accomplishes different objectives for actors based on their social position. The network approach adopted in Ready’s research highlights the conjugate role of individual decisions and structural constraints in economic strategies available to households. Her detailed analysis demonstrates that the benefits of food sharing are concentrated among high income/high harvest households—those who are able to give the most. Following this recent research, a basic premise of the analysis in this article is that a multiplicity of factors are likely informing decisions to share food beyond the household.

Methods

Ust’-Avam, is situated at near the confluence of the Avam and Dudypta Rivers on the Taimyr Peninsula in north central Siberia. Two indigenous small-numbering peoples are represented in the community—the Dolgan and the Nganasan—along with a small minority of ethnic Russians, Ukrainians and other former Soviet nationalities. The community is approximately 250 km by air from the regional center, Dudinka, and 400 km by water from the large industrial city of Noril’sk (Ziker, 2002). Transportation to and from the cities is expensive, time-constrained, and risk-prone (e.g., helicopter, barge, and snowmachine). As a result, the community depends primarily on the production from hunting, fishing, and trapping activities for subsistence and supplemental exchange with the larger market. Approximately 60% of caloric intake (and almost all the protein) is derived from local subsistence activities—based on a survey conducted in April, 2003 (Ziker, 2014). Community censuses, genealogical data, and specialized surveys and observations provide the data for the following analyses. Individuals from Ust’-Avam took part in implementing the research protocols. Generally, community members wanted John P. Ziker (JPZ) to document their information, including everything from genealogies to photographs and discussions around the hearth fire, for posterity. JPZ’s research in the community comprises a sum of 36 months from 1994 through 2007, including months-long hunting trips with indigenous hunters.

In order to investigate distributive sharing in Ust’-Avam, JPZ developed a sharing diary for use during field trips in 2001 and 2003, specifically for households that did not have a residing hunter. Primary distributions of hunters and their households were also being investigated during those time periods using a different instrument (analyzed in Ziker
et al., 2015). For the women’s sharing research ten qualifying household heads were asked to complete the diary daily for seven days every three weeks. In actuality, only one household head completed the survey autonomously, and she included approximately six months of sharing data. The other nine household heads consented to be interviewed about their sharing, so JPZ completed sharing diaries during interviews over 12 weeks in August through October 2001. One report from August, 2002 and the remainder of the 2003 data are not included in this analysis. The data includes 162 distributions among 69 household dyads.

The sharing diary questions focus on sharing events both to the household head and from the household head to other households. The event information includes: the date of the transfer to the ego; what it was and how much; who gave it (i.e., sharer to ego); the social relationship of the giver to the ego; the answer to the question “Have you done anything for the sharer?” (i.e., returned goods or services); how often the sharer comes to visit (i.e., social association); who procured the food; with whom did the household head share derivative portions (i.e., ego to final recipient); and why did the household head share. Individuals are assigned ID numbers based on JPZ’s 2003 and 2007 community censuses. Answers to the returned gift and visitation frequency questions are transformed to simple codes by Karen S. Fulk (KSF). Gifts returned to the sharer are coded as 0 = none, 1 = attitudinal (gratitude expressed), 2 = immediate returns (food served) to 3 = previous exchange of goods and services. The frequency of visits between sharer and ego is coded 0 = never, 1 = rarely, 2 = sometimes, and 3 = frequently. The genealogical method employed for all individuals in the community is housed in a separate database and linked by the same individual ID numbers. Genealogies are analyzed in Descent (Hagen, 2007). Maximum household relatedness (r\text{max}) is calculated by KSF as the maximum individual relatedness within each household dyad. Individual sharing events by household are grouped by KSF so that only inter-household sharing events are represented. Sharing events are transcribed to a 51 x 51 matrix representing all the households in this sharing network. This matrix serves as the dependent variable in our analyses. Independent variable matrices representing the answers to the remaining questions, interaction effects, and matrices representing sums or differences in other household attribute variables are also transcribed to the same 51 x 51 household matrix.

In order to investigate the independent variables influencing distributive sharing, the dependent variable matrix is analyzed against the independent variable matrices using matrix regression, specifically the MRQAP (double-Dekker semi-partialling) process in UCINET (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 2002). The independent variables used in the matrix regressions include: maximum genealogical relatedness between households (kinship or r\text{max}), the transpose of the dependent variable matrix representing reciprocal food transfers (reciprocity), ego-to-sharer returned gifts in non-food goods and services (returned gifts), sharer-to-ego visitation frequency (social association), the differences in the number of active individual sharers in sharing households (active sharers differences), and the differences in the number of total household occupants (occupant differences).

The variables are meant to represent the predictions derived from explanatory hypotheses (Gurven, 2004; Ziker & Schnegg, 2005). Interhousehold relatedness and reciprocal food sharing are relevant to kin selection and reciprocal altruism. The returned gifts variable is relevant to the costly signaling hypothesis. The active sharers differences are relevant to relative economic need, and thus, the demand sharing hypothesis. The numbers of actively sharing household member and total number of household members are used to provide an indices of relative need. The sharer-to-household head visitation frequency is meant to provide an independent measure of social association (following Koster & Leckie, 2014). Additional attribute matrices include: the sum of active individual sharers in sharing households and the differences in producer/consumer ratios between households. These two variables are relevant to the hypothesized risk-buffering function of reciprocal altruism and economic need relative to the demand sharing hypothesis, respectively.

Results

Food sharing diaries for 10 focal women in Ust’-Avam and their 10 unique households are termed egos. The diaries document derivative distributions from sharers to egos (secondary distributions), as well as from egos to final recipients (tertiary distributions). The diaries also document distributions from producers to sharers (primary distributions) which are not included in this analysis. Secondary distribution in these data include 32 individual sharers, grouped into 22 unique households. Tertiary distributions include 54 individual recipients, grouped into 45 unique households. There is significant overlap in the households named such that the combined dataset has 51 unique households. A matrix regression (MRQAP) of the secondary distribution matrix on the tertiary distribution matrix
indicates that they are not correlated (Pearson = -.0089, p = .4009). With significant overlap in the households involved, this suggests that there are significantly different sets of relationships in these two sub-phases of food sharing, and these two sub-phases are combined into a combined dataset for the remaining analyses.

In the combined women’s sharing matrix the following independent variable matrices are found to individually predict the overall food sharing pattern (see Table 1): maximum genealogical relatedness between households ($r_{\text{max}}$), reciprocal food transfers (reciprocity), ego-to-sharer returned gifts in non-food goods and services (returned gifts), sharer-to-ego visitation frequency (social association), and the differences in the number of active individual sharers in sharing households (active sharers differences). The variables in Table 1 are arranged according to the strength of each individual model $R^2$, providing an indication of the relative magnitude of the variance in the sharing network by that variable.

[[approximate location of Table 1.]]

Taken alone, each of the main effects of independent variables tells a limited story. The maximum model $R^2$ for each of these variables independently is $r_{\text{max}} = .07$. While the variance explained is less than 10%, the statistical significance is high. As found previously in Ust’-Avam sharing networks (Ziker et al., 2015; Ziker & Schnegg, 2005), kinship is the statistically most significant variable for explaining food sharing: As household relatedness increases so does the frequency of interhousehold sharing. A similar relationship is found with reciprocal sharing of food as in the previous studies in Ust’-Avam: The more frequently food is returned, the more frequently it is given. In addition, we find in the women’s sharing network that as ego returns gifts to sharers in the form of other goods and services, the frequency of giving to egos’ households by sharers’ households increases. And finally, the frequency that sharers visit egos house also predicts food sharing to egos. In addition, the differences in the numbers of active (i.e., sharing) members of households—a measure of relative need—predicts food sharing patterns. Differences in total household occupants and differences in household producer/consumer ratios are not predictive of these food sharing patterns. In sum, a series of variables representing the complexities of social relationships in the community and one indicator of relative economic inequality predict food sharing.

To explore the underlying patterns in more detail, interaction terms are generated with the possible permutations of these independent variables by taking the product of each pair of independent variable matrices. A new set of matrix regressions includes the paired main effects along with their interaction to reveal more about the structural features underlying the pattern. Finally, a series of combined models were generated to arrive at a model explaining the most variation in the derivative sharing network with the least number of variables. Our best combined model (see Table 2) includes the following main effects and one interaction: interhousehold genealogical relatedness ($r_{\text{max}}$), reciprocal food transfers (reciprocity), the dissimilarity in number of active household members (active sharers differences), an interaction term ($r_{\text{max}}$ x reciprocity), and sharer-to-ego visitation frequency (social association). The model $R^2 = .117$ ($p < .001$) indicates that this set of independent variables explains approximately 12% of the variance in the food sharing pattern.

[[approximate location of Table 2]]

There are two things to note about the combined model in comparison to the main effects results presented above. First, the variable representing the frequency of returned gifts, which appeared to be strong in the individual results listed above, drops out of significance. When we include the frequency of returned gifts into the model, the overall model coefficient is unchanged and the standardized variable coefficient ($p = .135$) is not statistically significant. The fact that this variable drops out of significance in the multiple regression model indicates that the variation in food sharing explained by returned gifts is better explained by other variables. This has obvious implications for the explanatory hypotheses. Second, an interaction between kinship and reciprocity is statistically significant and remains in the combined model along with the main effects of kinship and reciprocity. What this indicates is that food sharing increases along with kinship and reciprocal sharing. This effect is on top of the non-reciprocal sharing with kin and the reciprocal sharing with relatedness controlled.

The combined model indicates that interhousehold relatedness, as measured by the strongest genealogical link between households, and economic need, as measured by the differences in number of active sharers in each household pair, are the statistically the most significant variables explaining the food sharing pattern. In addition, reciprocal food
shar­ing, the in­ter­ac­tion of kin­ship and re­ci­procity, and the so­cial as­so­cia­tion in­di­ca­tor are re­le­vant vari­ables in this shar­ing net­work. Un­cook­ed por­tions of meat and fish pro­vided to egos by oth­er house­holds are shared to ad­di­tion­al house­holds by the path­ways of kin­ship and so­cial as­so­cia­tion (friend­ship) and are also in­flu­enced by need.

Dis­cus­sion

A few words from the shar­ing di­a­ri­es of the women in Ust’-Avam helps to con­tex­tual­ize these find­ings. Re­gard­ing the ques­tion, “Why did you share? What do you get out of shar­ing?” an­swers in­clude: “Pleas­ure, joy;” “Nina also shared;” “I sim­ply gave it when I was out­side;” “You need meat, just take it;” and “She’s a neigh­bor, I sim­ply gift­ed it.” Re­gard­ing the ques­tion “What did you or do you do for the per­son who shared?” an­swers in­clude: “I thanked them;” “I give to her too—if she has it she gives it to me and if I have it I give it to her;” and “To­gether we drank tea, ate break­fast, and went to gather berries.” As can be seen here, there are a com­bus­tion of fac­tors that leads to shar­ing but the de­sire to at­tain sta­tus or le­verage over oth­er house­holds is not among them. This find­ing is con­sis­tent with tradi­tional knowl­edge about shar­ing in the com­mu­nity (Ziker et al., 2015).

Com­par­ing the re­sults of three food shar­ing stud­ies in Ust’-Avam, we find that the women’s food shar­ing net­work is in­flu­enced by some of the same vari­ables that con­dition the net­work of pri­mary dis­tri­bu­tions as re­ported by hunt­ers (Ziker et al., 2015) and the con­sump­tion events ob­served by JPZ in 1994 through 1997 (Ziker & Schnegg, 2005). There are some im­por­tant dif­fer­ences in the vari­ables in­vest­i­gated that il­lus­trate the im­por­tance of the phase of shar­ing. Table 3 sum­ma­rizes the com­par­i­tive re­sults with regard to the ma­jor ex­plan­a­tory hy­pothe­ses.

One dif­fer­ence re­lates to adding the $r_{\text{max}}$ x reciprocity in­ter­ac­tion. Ziker et al. (2015) re­port that when the $r_{\text{max}}$ x reciprocity in­ter­ac­tion is added into a com­bined model for pri­mary dis­tri­bu­tions with the main ef­fects, the coef­fi­cient on the main ef­fect of reciprocity changes signs from pos­i­tive to neg­ative. In oth­er words, the fre­quency of food shar­ing by hunt­ers in­creases as recip­rocal shar­ing by re­cipient house­holds de­creases. The sign on the main ef­fect of in­ter­house­hold re­lated­ness re­mains pos­i­tive. This re­sult pro­vides ev­i­dence for three hy­pothe­ sized kinds of shar­ing: 1) nepot­istic food shar­ing; 2) food shar­ing occur­ring as part of recip­rocal re­la­tion­ships between re­lated house­holds; and 3) food shar­ing as in­direc­t reciprocity, as ei­ther gen­er­osi­ty sig­naling or gen­eral­ized reciprocity (i.e., pay­ing it for­ward).

We find the ana­lo­gous ef­fects for the first two types of shar­ing in this women’s shar­ing net­work, but the op­pos­i­te for the third type. We find the pos­i­tive cor­re­la­tion be­tween in­ter­house­hold re­lated­ness and food shar­ing. We also find a pos­i­tive cor­re­la­tion be­tween food shar­ing and the in­ter­ac­tion of in­ter­house­hold re­lated­ness and recip­rocal shar­ing. How­ever, when con­trol­ling for kin­ship and the in­ter­ac­tion ef­fect in our final model, the sign on recip­rocal shar­ing re­mains pos­i­tive. This in­di­cates that recip­rocal shar­ing (i.e., giv­ing back) with re­lated­ness held con­stant is the pre­dom­i­nant path­way for shar­ing, rather than in­direc­t reciprocity. Also, since we are con­trol­ling for eco­nomic need, so­cial as­so­cia­tion, and gifts re­turnd, it is like­ly that such recip­rocal shar­ing is re­lated to a risk-buff­ing func­tion, rather than the in­cur­ing “debt” as mod­eled in the de­mand shar­ing lit­er­a­ture.

House­hold eco­nomic need drives shar­ing in the women’s net­work, as re­presented by the dif­fer­ences in ac­tive sharers, and in the con­sump­tion net­work, as re­presented by aver­age age differ­ences in house­holds. As the dif­fer­ences in these in­dic­a­tors in­creases, so does the fre­quency of food trans­fers. This find­ing is op­pos­i­te to that from the stud­y of the pri­mary dis­tri­bu­tion net­work: The ef­fect of the sum of hunt­er skill rat­ings fol­lows pre­dictions for risk buff­ing reciprocity. House­hold eco­nomic need ap­pears to be a driv­er for the later phases of food shar­ing (i.e., the women’s shar­ing and meal shar­ing), rather than ini­tial phases. This is in con­tras­ts to some of the ex­pec­ta­tions of the tol­er­ated theft/dem­and shar­ing hy­pothe­sis.

Provid­ing goods or ser­vices back to givers is in­di­vid­ually pre­dictive in the pri­mary dis­tri­bu­tion and women’s shar­ing net­works, but drops out of sig­nifi­cance in the com­bined mod­els. This ef­fect is like­ly part of the recip­rocal re­la­tion­ships house­holds have as kin or friends, rather than as payback for food trans­fers as sta­tus-seek­ing ac­tiv­i­ties as pre­dicted by the cost­ly sig­naling hy­pothe­sis. All in all, shar­ing is more prosoc­ial in Ust’-Avam and less in­flu­enced via eg­ocen­tric path­ways.
Conclusion

Following Ichikawa’s (2004) typology, we have found that the phase of food distribution under examination is a significant factor that affects the landscape of sharing. Cross-culturally among immediate-return societies (Woodburn, 1982), parallels are found in the results of primary distribution studies among Ache (Gurven et al., 2000), Martu (Bliege Bird & Power, 2015), and Inuit (Ready, 2016), as well of that in Ust'-Avam (Ziker, et al., 2015) with generosity signaling being a significant contributor to sharing. In contrast, sharing at meals likely reflects reciprocity or economies of scale (Hames & McCabe, 2007; Ziker & Schnegg, 2005). With the derivative sharing in the Ust'-Avam women’s network, social association, kinship, and friendship are the pathways by which food is shared beyond the household. We find that gifts returned by egos, in combination with other factors, are not a significant explanatory variable in women’s food sharing. These derivative sharing events appear to be driven by social relations and cooperation rather than status striving in the Ust'-Avam community.

This research illustrates the nuances of social ecology in an indigenous subsistence economy in the Siberian Arctic. Multiple waves of food sharing serve a variety of economic and social functions. Cooperation amongst community members is essential for survival in the Siberian Arctic and this point is commemorated in tales and aphorisms. Food sharing helps to establish and maintain these important social ties.
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Table 1. Variance explained by individual independent variables on the frequency of distributive sharing in MRQAP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Model $R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kinship ($r_{max}$)</td>
<td>.072***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
<td>.052***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returned gifts</td>
<td>.014**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Association</td>
<td>.013**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active sharers differences</td>
<td>.012**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupant differences</td>
<td>.001n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n.s. $p > .05$. ** $p < .01$. *** $p < .001$. 
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Table 2: Best combined model for frequency of derivative sharing on multiple independent variables by MRQAP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficient</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficient</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interhousehold relatedness ($r_{max}$)</td>
<td>.72000</td>
<td>.21029</td>
<td>.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active sharers differences</td>
<td>.02467</td>
<td>.12206</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocal food transfers</td>
<td>.12602</td>
<td>.12602</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{max} \times$ Reciprocity</td>
<td>.16196</td>
<td>.05301</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Association</td>
<td>.08502</td>
<td>.05390</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Summary results of network analysis of main explanatory variables in combined MRQAP models of the three inter-household sharing networks in Ust'-Avam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women’s sharing distributions</th>
<th>Primary distributions</th>
<th>Meals distributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interhousehold relatedness, as:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{\text{ave}}$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reciprocal food sharing</strong></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interhousehold relatedness x Reciprocity</strong></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk buffering, as sum of:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hunters</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter skill ratings x Reciprocity</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic need, as differences in:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hunters</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of active sharers</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of occupants</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age difference</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifts returned</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social association</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>